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In September and October, 2013, during a visit to Central Asia and Southeast Asia 
countries, Chinese President Xi Jin Ping, successively put forward the major and eye-
catching initiatives of jointly building "The Silk Road Economic Belt" and "21st-
Century Maritime Silk Road " (hereinafter referred as "One Belt And One Road"), 
which is a huge systematic engineering whose construction requires huge capital 
investment.To this end,China,along with sponsoring nations, have jointly prepared two 
sharp financial "sword" - The Silk Road Fund,The Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank. Despite the financial "sword",money is still the biggest obstacle. Faced with huge 
money gap,how to better allocate scarce resources becomes related parties’ focuses. 
This paper ,based on extended gravity model,explores how to better allocate scarce 
funds among trade facilitations indexs measured by the World Bank's Logistics 
Performance Index through studying effects of indexes on trade flows.This article is 
divided into five parts, the first part being introduction, mainly reviews related 
researches at home and abroad ;The second part analyzes area’s status quos, showing 
regional trade facilitation level has reached the global average but with big gaps among 
sub-regions; The third part being empirical analysis based on cross-section data of 2014 
with more than 100 countries, shows trade facilitations have great effects on bilateral 
trade flows with logistics being the largest, followed by infrastructures,customs being 
the smallest; The fourth part being simulation analysis,shows regional trade flows will 
increase by 45.16%,improvement in the customs significantly expands trade but to a 
lesser degree than improvements in infrastructures and logistics ,and among sub-
regions,West Asia increases most followed by Southeast Asia , Central and Eastern 
Europe being the least under the simulation scheme of this paper. Finally, based on 
above conclusions,the paper offers policy suggestions on better allocations of scarce 
funds for"One Belt And One Road”.  
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